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	is paper proposes integrated location, production, and distribution planning for the supply chain network design which focuses
on selecting the appropriate locations to build a new plant and distribution center while deciding the production and distribution
of the product. We examine a multiechelon supply chain that includes suppliers, plants, and distribution centers and develop a
mathematical model that aims at minimizing the total cost of the supply chain. In particular, the mathematical model considers the
decision of how many plants and distribution centers to open and where to open them, as well as the allocation in each echelon.
	e LINGO so
ware is used to solve the model for some problem cases. 	e study conducts various numerical experiments to
illustrate the applicability of the developed model. Results show that, in small and medium size of problem, the optimal solution
can be found using this solver. Sensitivity analysis is also conducted and shows that customer demand parameter has the greatest
impact on the optimal solution.

1. Introduction

A supply chain is a network that consists of a set of geographi-
cal facilities (suppliers, plants, andwarehouses or distribution
center). 	rough those facilities, there is material �ow from
supplier, plant, warehouse, and end in the customer. It aims
at bringing the right amount of the right product to the right
place at the right time [1]. Moreover, a supply chain network
design is a strategic decision that has high risk and long-term
impact in the supply chain system. 	e impact of e�ciency
supply chain has become more important on the business
competitiveness [2]. 	e topic has triggered both researchers
and practitioners to pay more attention to the supply chain
network design. Many studies have been conducted to help
the practitioner inmaking the best decision on a supply chain
network. Indeed, determining the best supply chain network
is a challenge, starting with problem identication, problem
formulation, and its nal solution and decision.

Today’s competition among companies and market’s
globalization have resulted in rms developing a supply chain

that can respond quickly to customers’ need. In the current
business environment, a company has to reduce costs while
improving its customer service level to remain competitive
[3], which also helps maintain prot margins. In order to
achieve these goals, a company should appropriately select
the location of the factory and the distribution center [4–
6]. According to Altiparmak et al. [7], an optimal, e�cient,
and e�ective supply chain platform is provided by supply
chain network (SCN) design, which also helps to improve
supply chain performance. Moreover, Ballou [8] noted that
the SCN design goal is to maximize the nancial ratio, which
is relevant to the objective of gaining the maximum return of
investment at the minimum cost.

Supply chainmanagement is divided into two levels: stra-
tegic and operational. 	e strategic level primarily is about
the cost-e�ective location of facilities (plants and distribution
centers), the �ow of products throughout the entire supply
chain system, and the assignment in each echelon [9–12].
	e operational level is about the safety stock of each
product in each facility, the replenishment size, frequency,
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transportation, and lead time, and the customer service level.
According to Beamon [13], determining an e�ective supply
chain is an important component in supply chain design.
In addition, the decisions regarding in which facilities the
product should be made and how to serve customers are very
critical [14].

	is paper provides a system optimization perspective
in strategic planning for a supply chain network design
that allows simultaneously determining the best location of
facilities, raw material �ow, and product �ow on various
echelons. Previous research on strategic planning for supply
chain starts by considering the basic problems that have
several characteristic, namely, single-period, single-product,
single-echelon, and deterministic [15–25]. However, this is
not su�cient to cope with the realistic problem. 	erefore,
many extensions to the basic problem are needed to make
the problem more realistic. In this case, our paper considers
multiperiod, multiproduct, and multiechelon which are still
in deterministic situation tomake the basic strategic planning
problem more reasonable. A supply chain network design
model helps managers conduct strategic planning for their
company by selecting the best facility location thatminimizes
the total cost of the supply chain.	e proposed multiproduct
supply chain network design model herein helps in choosing
the appropriate location of a new plant and distribution
center as well as the distribution of the product and raw
materials when the demand varies during the di�erent
time period. Moreover, multiechelon which represents the
multitype of facility is the crucial aspect to be considered in
strategic planning.

	e paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
previous research to nd the gap between this study and
earlier related research. Section 3 describes the problem
denition and the proposed mathematical model. Section 4
contains the numerical experiments for the small and
medium cases. Section 5 o�ers a sensitivity analysis result
of the proposed model. Finally, Section 6 consists of the
conclusion and suggestions for future research.

2. Literature Review

Several research integrated supply chain network designs
have been developed to help practitioners solve their supply
chain planning. Syarif et al. [26] studied a multiechelon,
single-product logistic chain network model and proposed a
novel technique as the solution method, called the spanning
tree-based genetic algorithm (st-GA). 	e model is formu-
lated by using a mixed integer liner programming (MILP)
model. 	eir model only considers a single-product. To
demonstrate the e�ectiveness and e�ciency of their proposed
method, it is compared to the traditional matrix-based
genetic algorithm (m-GA).	e experiment result shows that
the proposed method presents a better solution almost all
time and also performs better in computational time and
memory for computation.

Jakeman et al. [27] considered the strategic and opera-
tional planning level decision in their research by developing
a static model for a multiechelon, multiproduct supply chain
network design.	ey examined the single source distribution

system. For their solution, they used Lagrangian relaxation
and a heuristic algorithm that utilizes the Lagrangian solu-
tion. 	e result of their computation shows that the solution
method is both e�cient and e�ective.

Shen [20] proposed a supply chain network designmodel
with prot maximization as the objective function, but it
considers only a single-product. In addition, the company
may lose the customer if the product’s price is higher
than the customer reserve price. Altiparmak et al. [28]
studied a single-product, multiechelon, and multiobjective
SCN design. 	ey set up a solution procedure based on
the genetic algorithm (GA) to nd the optimal solution
to their problem. 	e multiobjective optimization problem
consists of many optimal solutions, called Pareto-optimal
solutions. 	e problem is formulated as a multiobjective
mixed integer nonlinear programmingmodel.	e objectives
are to minimize total cost, maximize customer service, and
maximize utilization of the distribution centers (DCs).

Altiparmak et al. [7] presented a solution procedure for
a multiproduct supply chain network (SCN) design based on
the steady-state genetic algorithm (ssGA) with a new encod-
ing structure. 	ey considered a single source, multiproduct,
and multiechelon supply chain network design in which the
number of customers and their demands are assumed to
be known. 	e problem, which is the NP-hard problem,
is provided in mixed integer programming formulation. In
order to investigate the e�ectiveness of the ssGA, three
other heuristic approaches are also used: Lagrangian heuris-
tic (LH), hybrid genetic algorithm (hGA), and simulated
annealing. 	e experiment’s results show that ssGA has a
better solution than the other heuristic approaches used.
Ying-Hua [29] adopts the model developed by Altiparmak
et al. [7], which considers a single source, multiproduct,
and multiechelon supply chain network design, but the
model only has multisources instead of a single source.
Additionally, the plants and DCs that are open are known.
To verify the e�ciency of his proposedmethod, he compared
it to other algorithms, such as mathematical programming,
the simple genetic algorithm, the coevolutionary genetic
algorithm, and the constraint-satisfaction genetic algorithm.
	e experimental result in Taiwan’s textile industry shows
that the proposed method of Ying-Hua [29] performs better
than other researchers’ methods.

Bhutta et al. [30] developed an integrated location, pro-
duction, distribution, and investment mixed integer linear
programming (MILP)model in a two-echelon,multiproduct,
multiperiod, and �exible facility capacitated with maximum
prot as the objective function. Cóccola et al. [31] set
up an integrated production and distribution MILP model
in a multiechelon, multiproduct, and single-period setting
with minimum total cost as the objective function. 	ey
conducted an empirical numerical experiment on six Euro-
pean countries. Fahimnia et al. [32] presented an integrated
production and distribution planning MILP model for a
two-echelon SC that considers several real world variables
and constraints. 	ey used GA to optimize the model and
solved the medium-size case problem in their numerical
experiment. In addition, Bashiri et al. [33] and Badri et
al. [34] developed a multiple-echelon, multiple-commodity
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mathematical model for strategic and tactical planning. 	e
model is developed as a MILP model in four echelons, but
they did not consider satisfying the demand constraint.

Many papers have developed a supply chain network
design through a mixed integer programming (MIP) model
[35, 36]. However, in fact, the quantity of the commodity is
usually an integer. Our paper considers location, production,
and distribution planning in the supply chain network design
problem with multiechelon, multiproduct, and multiperiod
characteristics in which the proposed model is pure integer
linear programming (PILP) model, having four echelons,
multiproduct, and multiperiod demand and satisfying a
demand constraint. Consideration of using PILP is intended
for providing quality guarantees of optimality [37].Moreover,
its application can be used for low volume discrete manufac-
turing company of large equipment. In terms of multiplicity,
our paper considers the most complex model in the area of
integrated production and distribution planning.

3. Problem Definition and Model Formulation

Development of an e�cient and e�ective supply chain is
very critical to achieving good performance. 	erefore, in-
depth analysis is needed when opening a new plant and
new distribution center in the appropriate location. Aside
from that, multiple products instead of a single-product need
to be considered in the problem of supply chain network
design and taking into account that the integer quantity in
the supply chain network design is more applicable. To deal
with this problem, this paper develops a pure integer linear
programming (PILP) model that focuses on determining the
locations of the plants and distribution centers, as well as the
number of those facilities, so that customer needs are satised
at a minimum total cost during the planning horizon.

	is research focuses on the supply chain design problem
with the following characteristics.

(1) 	e distribution network under consideration is a
multiechelon and multiproduct supply chain net-
work.

(2) Demand in each time period (yearly) is deterministic
and known.

(3) 	e plant or DC does not need to be opened at the
beginning of the planning horizon, and when one is
opened, it will not be closed.

(4) Customers can receive the product from multiple
DCs.

	is research develops amathematicalmodel that helps to
determine the number and locations of plants and distribu-
tion centers in a supply network and the assignment-related
demand allocation in each echelon. Figure 1 depicts the sys-
tem considered in this research. According to Jayaraman and
Pirkul [38], the key components of supply chain modeling
that should be considered by the model builder are supply
chain drivers, supply chain constraints, and supply chain
decision variables of the model. Supply chain drivers repre-
sent the goal setting of the model, supply chain constraints
represent the limitations on the range of decision alternatives,

and supply chain decision variables are the components that
set limits on the range of decision outcomes.

	e objective function of this model is to minimize the
total cost of the system. According to Fahimnia et al. [39],
the total cost in the production and distribution network
naturally consists of the production cost and distribution
cost. Production cost is the sum of the xed opening cost
and the variable production cost, while the distribution cost
is the sum of the xed cost of opening the distribution center
cost, the variable inventory cost, and transportation cost.
	erefore, the total cost in this model consists of cost to open
the plant, cost to purchase and transport raw material from
supplier to plant, cost to manufacture the products, cost to
open the DCs, cost to transport the product from plant to
DCs, inventory holding cost of each product in DCs, and cost
to transport the product from DCs to customer.

	e decision variables in production and distribution
planning consist of the supplier stage and distribution stage.
In the supplier stage, the decision variables consist of how
many suppliers should be there, how many quantity and
frequency of shipment from each supplier, what is the
conguration of the supplier-plant distribution network, and
where are the selected locations of the suppliers and plants.
	e decision variables in the distribution stage consist of
how many distribution centers to operate, where should
they be located, and inventory in the distribution center
[40, 41]. 	erefore, we decide that the decision variables in
this research encompass determining where the plant and
distribution center will be opened, their distribution, and the
production of the plant when it is opened.

	e mathematical model of this research is developed
based on the model of Altiparmak et al. [28]. 	ey set up
a mathematical model that considers a single-product, four
echelons, a single source, and static demand. Our paper’s
mathematical model has multiproducts, 4 echelons, multi-
sources, and multiperiod demand characteristics.

To meet �uctuating customer demand, the end prod-
ucts and the information exchange are conducted regularly
through plants and distribution centers within a given pro-
duction and service network. Indicators of supply chain
performance such as ll rate, customer service level, associ-
ated cost, and capability of response can be obtained under
di�erent network congurations through an evaluation of the
supply chain network conguration itself. Di�erent network
congurations involve di�erent stock levels of raw materials,
subassemblies and end products, distribution center loca-
tions, production policy (make-to-stock or make-to-order),
production capacity (amount and �exibility), allocation rule
for limited suppliers, and transportation modes.

	e common multiechelon supply chain network
(MSCN) problem searches for a network conguration at a
minimum cost. 	is is a NP-hard (nondeterministic polyno-
mial-time hard) problem that employs a mathematical
programming formulation as a natural way to build an
NP-hard problem, although it is not an e�cient procedure.
In Yeh [42], some parameters are known in advance,
namely, the numbers and capacities (demand) of suppliers,
plants, distribution centers (DCs) and customers, the unit
transportation cost between suppliers and plants, plants
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Figure 1: 	e supply chain network under consideration.

and DCs, and DCs and customers, as well as the xed cost
for operating plants and DCs. 	e goal of his research is to
identify the locations of plants and DCs and the quantities
shipped between the various points that minimize total cost
and transportation costs. 	e problem in his research is
formulated using a pure integer programming (PILP) model.

	e proposed model uses the notations shown in Nota-
tions section.

	e problem is formulated as follows:
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Equation (1) shows the objective function of the model.
Equation (2) is the constraint for satisfying customer
demand. Equation (3) is the capacity constraint for DC �.
Equation (4) is the capacity constraint for plant !. Equation
(5) is the limitation of the product that is transported from
plant ! to all DCs. Equation (6) is the requirement of
raw material V for production. Equation (7) is the capacity
constraint for the supplier. Equation (8) is the inventory
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Table 1: Data for instances in the numerical experiment.

Single-period Multiperiod Multiperiod

small-sized problem small-sized problem medium-sized problem

Number of customers 2 2 4

Number of locations for distribution centers 2 2 4

Number of locations for plants 2 2 4

Number of suppliers 2 2 4

Number of products 2 2 4

Number of raw materials 2 2 4

Length of planning horizon 1 2, 5, 10 4

Table 2: Parameter values for the numerical experiment.

NumberParameter Generated using

1 Cost to open the plant !(��) Integer uniform distribution "(25000, 30000)
2 Maximum capacity of plant !( �) Integer "(18, 22)
3 Production rate of manufacturing product �(PR�) Integer "(10, 15)
4 Cost of transporting and purchasing raw material V from supplier $ to plant !(


V��) "(10, 15)
5 Unit manufacturing cost of product � at plant !(���) "(8, 10)
6 Cost of transporting product � from plant ! to DC �(����) "(4, 8)
7 Capacity of supplier s for raw material V(#�V) Integer "(1250, 1500)
8 Utilization rate of raw material v per unit of nished product �("

V�) Integer "(1, 5)
9 Cost to open DC �(��) Integer "(20000, 30000)
10 Capacity of DC �(��) Integer "(250, 350)
11 Space requirement rate of product � on a DC(��) "(1, 2)
12 Demand at customer zone � for product � in time period �(����) Integer "(30, 50)
13 Unit inventory holding cost of product � in DC �(���) "(5, 10)
14 Cost of transporting product r from DC j to customer � (� ���) "(8, 12)

balance equation of product � in DC � at time period �.
Equation (9) ensures that the plant only opens once. Equation
(10) ensures that the DC only opens once. Equations (11)-(12)
are binary constraints for the decision variables. Equations
(13)–(17) give the requirement of nonnegativity. Equation (18)
shows the initial inventory in DC at the beginning of the
planning horizon.

4. Numerical Experiment

	is paper examines both small-sized and medium-sized
problems. We conducted the experiment mainly to show the
cost savings advantage of the proposed integratedmodel over
previous related published models. Tables 1 and 2 present the
indices and parameters of the model, respectively.

Table 1 gives the data of the test instances. 	ere are
ve test instances: one single-period small-sized problem
(Instance 1), three multiperiod small-size problems (Instan-
ces 2, 3, and 4), and one multiperiod medium-size problem
(Instance 5). Instance 1 will be used as our base for the
comparative analysis to show the advantages of integrating
multiple period planning. In Instance 1, the numbers of
customer, DC, plant, supplier, product, and rawmaterials are
all set to be 2, except for the planning horizon which is set to
be 1 year.We adopt the same data for Instances 2, 3, and 4with

di�erent planning horizons of 2, 5, and 10 years, correspond-
ingly. Lastly, in Instance 5, all parameters are set to be 4.

Table 2 gives the corresponding parameter value of the
model. 	e model consists of 14 parameters which are all
generated using uniform distribution, some in integers and
some in real numbers.

Our proposed model is exactly solved using LINGO.
	e model formulation using the LINGO framework con-
sists of three sections: (1) sets of variables and parameters;(2) corresponding data sets; (3) mathematical model. 	e
LINGO solver used branch and bound method to solve the
problem. 	is method is an intelligent enumeration process
seeking a sequence of better and better solutions until the best
solution is found. In the process of nding the best solution,
the memory is updated with the best objective function
value found so far. 	is process continues until no further
improvement can be found.

	e results of location and assignment planning for the
small-size numerical experiment can be seen in Tables 3–
6. 	e results of location and assignment planning for the
medium-size one can be seen in Table 7.

Table 3 shows the network design results of single-period
small-sized problem.	is implies that having plant 2 opened
materials 1 and 2 only come from supplier 2. Plant 2 delivers
all products 1 and 2 to DC 1; then DC 1 delivers all products
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Table 3: Location and assignment planning for the single-period small-sized problem.

Optimal solution(objective function) $81,105.48

Period Supplier(Plantrawmaterial) Plant(DCproduct) DC(Cusproduct)

1 2(21, 22) 2(11, 12) 1(11, 12, 21, 22)

Table 4: Results for multiperiod small-size problem, % = 2 years.
Optimal solution(objective function) $94,766.42

Period Supplier(Plantrawmaterial) Plant(DC product) DC(Cusproduct)

1 2(21, 22) 2(11, 12) 1(11, 12, 21, 22)

2 2(21, 22) 2(11, 12) 1(11, 12, 21, 22)

Table 5: Network design result for multiperiod small-size problem, % = 5.
Optimal solution(objective function) $137,372.6

Period Supplier(Plantrawmaterial) Plant(DCproduct) DC(Cusproduct)

1 2(21, 22) 2(11, 12) 1(11, 12, 21, 22)

2 2(21, 22) 2(11, 12) 1(11, 12, 21, 22)

3 2(21, 22) 2(11, 12) 1(11, 12, 21, 22)

4 2(21, 22) 2(11, 12) 1(11, 12, 21, 22)

5 2(21, 22) 2(11, 12) 1(11, 12, 21, 22)

Table 6: Network design results for multiperiod small-size problem, % = 10.
Optimal solution(objective function) $207,537.2

Period Supplier(Plantrawmaterial) Plant(DCproduct) DC(Cusproduct)

1 2(21, 22) 2(11, 12) 1(11, 12, 21, 22)

2 2(21, 22) 2(11, 12) 1(11, 12, 21, 22)

3 2(21, 22) 2(11, 12) 1(11, 12, 21, 22)

4 2(21, 22) 2(11, 12) 1(11, 12, 21, 22)

5 2(21, 22) 2(11, 12) 1(11, 12, 21, 22)

6 2(21, 22) 2(11, 12) 1(11, 12, 21, 22)

7 2(21, 22) 2(11, 12) 1(11, 12, 21, 22)

8 2(21, 22) 2(11, 12) 1(11, 12, 21, 22)

9 2(21, 22) 2(11, 12) 1(11, 12, 21, 22)

10 2(21, 22) 2(11, 12) 1(11, 12, 21, 22)

to all customers. 	e same way of explanation uses for the
solution congurations in the other columns and for the
succeeding tables until Table 7. Plant 2 delivers all products
1 and 2 to DC 2; then DC 2 distributes these products to all
customers.	is gives us theminimum total cost of $81,105.48.

Table 4 shows the optimal network design for Instance 2(% = 2). 	e same optimal solution as in Table 3 is obtained
for this instance for all periods. However, the optimal total
cost is di�erent with the value of $94,766.42. Consequently,
we observe a 17% increase in total cost by doubling % to 2
years.

Tables 5 and 6 show the optimal network design for
Instances 3 and 4 with % = 5 and % = 10, respectively. 	e
same solution as in Table 3 is obtained for all periods in both
instances, except that they have di�erent optimal total costs.
We have total cost of $137,372.6 for Instance 3 (% = 5) and
$207,537.2 for Instance 4 (% = 10). Here, we observe a 51%

increase in total cost by doubling the planning horizon to 10
years.

Table 7 shows the network design results of medium-
sized problem. Only plants 1, 3, and 4 are opened. Supplier
1 delivers raw materials 2 and 3 to plant 1, raw materials 2
and 4 to plant 3, and raw material 3 to plant 4. Supplier 2
delivers raw materials 1 and 4 to plant 1. Supplier 3 delivers
raw material 2 to plant 1, raw material 3 to plant 3, and raw
material 4 to plant 4. Supplier 4 delivers raw material 1 to
plant 2 and rawmaterials 1 and 2 to plant 4.	e same solution
is obtained for all periods, except in period 3. In period 3,
supplier 2 only delivers product to plants 3 and 4. All DCs 1,
2, 3, and 4 are opened for all periods. All period has di�erent
plant-DC solution mix. Furthermore, each DC delivers their
corresponding product to all customers with di�erent DC-
customer solution mix in period 4.
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Table 7: Results for medium-size problem with % = 4.
Optimal solution(objective function) $510,608.30

Period Supplier(Plantrawmaterial) Plant(DCproduct) DC(Cusproduct)

1

1(12, 13, 32, 34, 43);
2(11, 14);

3(12, 33, 44);
4(31, 41, 42)

1(24, 33, 34, 42, 44);
3(11, 13, 21, 32);

4(12, 32, 33, 42, 43)

1(12, 23, 31, 41, 42, 43);
2(11, 21, 34, 41, 44);
3(14, 22, 32, 43);

4(13, 24, 33, 34, 42)

2

1(12, 13, 32, 34, 43);
2(11, 14);

3(12, 33, 44);
4(31, 41, 42)

1(24, 33, 34, 42, 44);
3(11, 13, 21, 32);
4(12, 32, 33, 43)

1(12, 23, 31, 41, 42, 43);
2(11, 21, 34, 41, 44);
3(14, 22, 32, 43);

4(13, 24, 33, 34, 42)

3

1(12, 13, 32, 34, 43);
2(11, 14);
3(33, 44);
4(31, 41, 42)

1(24, 33, 34, 42, 44);
3(11, 13, 21, 32);

4(12, 32, 33, 42, 43)

1(12, 23, 31, 41, 42, 43);
2(11, 21, 34, 41, 44);
3(14, 22, 32, 43);

4(13, 24, 33, 34, 42)

4

1(12, 13, 32, 34, 43);
2(11, 14);

3(12, 33, 44);
4(31, 41, 42)

1(12, 24, 34, 42, 44);
3(11, 13, 21, 32);
4(12, 32, 33, 43)

1(12, 23, 31, 41, 43);
2(11, 21, 34, 41, 44);
3(14, 22, 32, 43);

4(13, 24, 33, 34, 42)

Table 8: Network design results for medium-size problem with % = 4.
Year

Annual cost ($)
Total

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Single-period 81105 81105 81105 81105 81105 81105 81105 81105 81105 81105 811055

Multiperiod (% = 10) 20754 20754 20754 20754 20754 20754 20754 20754 20754 20754 207537

Cost saving 60352 60352 60352 60352 60352 60352 60352 60352 60352 60352 603518

Table 8 shows the potential cost savings for multiple-
period plan versus single-period plan. For example, given the
optimal cost, we have for Instance 1 a total of $811055 which is
required for a plan done individually at the beginning of each
year. On the other hand, given the optimal cost of $207,537.2
for Instance 4, we can roughly estimate average annual cost
for the entire planning horizon by dividing total cost by 10
years. 	e potential estimated total saving is $603,518.

It should be noted that we intend to generate a fairly
concentrated demand across periods. In this way, there will
be no much e�ect to the optimal network design across the
planning horizon. With this, the results imply that the cost
increases with the increases in planning horizon but not
linearly as opposed to single-year planning.	exed cost ele-
ment of the total cost is distributed over the number of peri-
ods (years) included in the plan. As this number increases,
this xed cost will be stretched over the years. 	us, it ulti-
mately gives us annual savings compared to single-year plans.

Tables 9, 10, and 11 show the production-distribution plan
for Instances 1, 2, and 5, respectively. In these tables, the
following optimal values are indicated, namely, production
quantities needed for plants tomanufacture to fully fulll cus-
tomer demand, raw materials requirements from suppliers,
nished product quantities to be transferred from plant to
DC, and nished product quantities to be delivered fromDC
to customers.

Table 9: Production-distribution plan for the single-period small-
sized problem.

Origin Destination
Period 1

1 2

Supplier 2 Plant 2 521 445

Plant 2 DC1 86 91

DC1
Customer 1 44 45

Customer 2 42 46

Table 10: Production-distribution plan for the multiperiod small-
sized problem, % = 2.
Origin Destination

Period 1 Period 2

1 2 1 2

Supplier 2 Plant 2 521 445 423 398

Plant 2 DC1 86 91 67 88

DC1
Customer 1 44 45 31 46

Customer 2 42 46 36 42

5. Sensitivity Analysis

Jakeman et al. [27] noted that sensitivity analysis is one
step in developing a model. Sensitivity analysis can also
assist in executing the model [40]. Sensitivity analysis looks
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Table 11: Production-distribution plan for the multiperiod medium-sized problem.

Origin Destination
Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Supplier

1

Plant 1 190 327 219 342 202 311 159 339

Plant 2

Plant 3 1195 323 1166 334 1182 318 1226 274

Plant 4 422 450 437 450

2 Plant 1 536 818 583 853 498 758 645 867

3

Plant 1 12 14 108

Plant 3 543 510 518 540

Plant 4 434 414 423 414

4
Plant 3 393 418 386 298

Plant 4 654 850 612 882 631 867 612 882

Plant

1

DC1 7

DC2 41 49 35 44

DC3 1 46 2 34 4 44 35

DC4 14 68 22 74 13 64 32 71

3

DC1 39 72 55 52 50 52 74 52

DC2 107 101 114 112

DC3 35 42 34 12

DC4

4

DC1 47 59 63 37

DC3 46 24 40 33 26 26 62 40

DC4 17 80 84 15 85 77

DC

1

Cust. 1 45 36 42 44

Cust. 2 48 48 38 48

Cust. 3 38 33 35 45

Cust. 4 1 2 24 22 23 4 15 21 14 29 4

2

Cust. 1 37 36 44 48

Cust. 2 31 48 48 46

Cust. 3 1 16 3 5

Cust. 4 39 40 17 33 22 32 18 39

3

Cust. 1 46 34 44 35

Cust. 2 49 48 30 39

Cust. 3 32 34 30 35

Cust. 4 25 35 30 40

4

Cust. 1 30 46 48 33

Cust. 2 38 46 37 46

Cust. 3 50 30 38 28 37 27 44 25

Cust. 4 31 22 28 32

at the in�uence of parameters changes upon the objective
function. In addition, sensitivity analysis can characterize the
uncertainty in the parameter [12].

We therefore conduct sensitivity analysis to analyze the
changes in the decision variables and the objective function
when the parameter values are changed. 	is section inves-
tigates the changes in decision variables, namely, ���, �V���,�����,���, and�����, the changes in the network conguration,

and the changes in objective function. We use Instance 2 to
conduct the sensitivity analysis.

We performed the one-at-a-time (OAT) method in this
analysis. In this method, we commonly used one param-
eter to change at a time while leaving all others at their
baseline values. 	is method of sensitivity analysis considers
the parameter’s variability and its associated in�uence in
the output model [43]. Table 12 presents the scenarios for
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Table 13: Result of sensitivity analysis.

Number Parameter
Impact� ��� ��� �

V��� ����� �����
1 Cost to open the plant !(��) √ — — — — —

2 Maximum capacity of plant !( �) √ √ — √ √ —

3 Production rate of manufacturing product �(PR�) √ √ — √ √ —

4 Cost of transporting and purchasing raw material v from supplier s to plant !(

V��) √ √ — √ √ —

5 Unit manufacturing cost of product � at plant !(���) √ — — — — —

6 Cost of transporting product r from plant p to DC �(����) √ — — — — —

7 Capacity of supplier s for raw material V(#�V) √ √ — √ √ —

8 Utilization rate of raw material v per unit of nished product �("
V�) √ √ — √ √ —

9 Cost to open DC �(��) √ — — — — —

10 Capacity of DC �(��) √ — √ √ √
11 Space requirement rate of product � in a DC(��) √ — — — — —

12 Demand at customer zone � for product � in time period �(����) √ √ √ √ √ √
13 Unit inventory holding cost of product � in DC �(���) — — — — — —

14 Cost of transporting product � from DC � to customer � (� ���) √ — — — — —

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18
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Figure 2: Percentage impact of each parameter.

sensitivity analysis. 	e ranges for all parameters values are
given using the indicated distribution.

Table 13 shows the results of the sensitivity analysis. 	e
impact for each parameter change is indicated with check
marks under the corresponding columns for the objective
function and decision variables. Changes in inventory hold-
ing cost show no impact to objective function and any of
the decision variables. Parameters with the lowest impact are
opening plant cost, manufacturing cost, transportation cost
to DC, opening DC cost, space requirement rate in DC, and
transportation cost to customer. Parameterswith themedium
impact are plant capacity, production rate, transportation
cost to plant, supplier capacity, raw material utilization rate,
and DC capacity. Finally, customer demand gives the highest
impact.

In addition, the impact of the variation parameter in the
objective function and decision variable are calculated as the
weight of the in�uence, whereby the higher the value, the
greater impact to the decision variables. It is calculated by
dividing the number of check marks (impact) in objective
function and decision variables in each parameter by total

impact. 	e total weight of all parameters is 1. 	e lowest,
medium, and highest impact weights are 0.03, 0.11, and 0.17,
respectively.

	e impact of each parameter to the decision variable is
signicantly di�erent. It is depicted in Figure 2. Clearly, cus-
tomer demand gives the greatest impact on the model’s solu-
tion. Moreover, signicant impact to the decision variables
such as those under distribution network is also revealed.	e
managerial implication from this result is that the network
conguration that the long-term plan may provide is an
important decision-making input.

6. Conclusions and Recommendations

We developed an integrated model for the problem of
location, production, and distribution of multiproduct, four-
echelon, and multiperiod supply chain network design. 	e
model is coded using LINGO program and implemented it
for the small-sized and medium-sized problems.

	e numerical experiment illustrates the applicability of
the proposedmodel.With up to four echelons included in the
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supply chain and asmuch as ten years of planning horizon, we
demonstrate cost savings advantage for the proposed model.
Lastly, we determine the impact of all parameters involved.
Customer demand gives the greatest impact on the model’s
solution.

	e applicability of the proposed model arises, for exam-
ple, mainly on manufacturing industries such as automobile,
electronic, and furniture industries. We refer to the latest
published models and build upon those to address some
important features. However, there are some limitations
of this study that may need further attention for future
directions. 	e model belongs to the static and deterministic
class with known demand. Solving this network �ow problem
involving four stages is computationally expensive using
exact methods. 	us, we are limited with the size that the
LINGO program can handle. 	is is when heuristic algo-
rithms prove to be useful. For example, a trend in nature-
inspired algorithms such as genetic algorithm (GA) and
simulated annealing (SA) to name a few is known to solve
NP-hard discrete combinatorial optimization problems with
high quality at faster computation speeds.

Notations

Indices

': Set of customers (� ∈ ')
-: Set of potential locations of distribution centers (� ∈-)
/: Set of potential locations of plants (! ∈ /)
6: Set of suppliers ($ ∈ 6)
7: Set of products (� ∈ 7)
9: Set of raw materials (V ∈ 9)
%: Length of planning horizon (% years).

Notations Corresponding to the Activities in the Plant

Parameters

��: Cost to open the plant ! ($)

 �: Maximum capacity of plant ! (time unit)



V��: Unit cost of transporting and purchasing raw

material V from supplier $ to plant ! ($/unit of raw
material)

���: Unit manufacturing cost of product � at plant !
($/product)

PR�: Production rate of manufacturing product �
(product/time unit)

����: Cost of transporting product � from plant ! to
DC � ($/product)
#�V: Capacity of supplier $ for raw material V (raw
material unit)

"
V�: Utilization rate of raw material V per unit of

nished product � (raw material unit/product).

Variables

���: 1 if plant! is opened in time period �; 0 otherwise
�

V���: Quantity of raw material V shipped from sup-
plier $ to plant ! in time period � (raw material unit)

���: Quantity of product � produced by plant ! in
time period � (product)
�����: Quantity of product �shipped from plant ! to
DC � in time period � (product).

Notations Corresponding to the Activities in DCs

Parameters

��: Cost to open DC � ($)
��: Capacity of DC � (volume)

��: Space requirement rate of product � in DC (vol-
ume/product)

����: Demand at customer zone � for product � in time
period � (product)
���: Unit inventory holding cost of product � in DC �
($/product)

����: Cost of transporting product � from DC � to
customer � ($/product).

Variables

���: 1 if DC � is opened at time period t; 0 otherwise

�����: Quantity of product � shipped from DC � to
customer � in time period � (product)
ℎ���: Quantity of product � in DC � at the end of time
period � (product).
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